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1. Scope. These General Conditions for Supplies, Services and Licenses ("Conditions") shall apply to all supplies, services and 
licenses provided by EOS GmbH Electro Optical Systems ("EOS") except if and to the extent that these Conditions contradict 
individually negotiated provisions of the contract of sale or a service, license or other agreement ("Contract") between EOS 
and its customer (“Customer”). In these Conditions the goods, rights, licenses, or tangible or intangible works which are the 
subject matter of the Contract are referred to as “Deliverables” and all services or works as “Services”. EOS’ Deliverables 
and Services are provided to Customers only for purposes within the scope of their business or independent profession. 

2. No Other Terms and Conditions. EOS does not accept any terms and conditions which deviate from these Conditions, 
except if such terms and conditions have been expressly accepted by EOS. In the event that EOS does accept conditions 
that deviate from these Conditions, such conditions shall apply only to the transaction at issue, and in particular not to any 
past or future supplies or services. 

3. Orders. EOS may take up to two weeks to confirm whether or not it accepts any order. Orders to EOS must be submitted in 
writing. Orders require express written acceptance. 

4. Prices. Supplies and services not covered by the Contract shall be charged at EOS’ list prices prevailing at the time of receipt 
of the order. Value Added Tax is not included in the prices estimated or quoted by EOS. If applicable, it will be shown 
separately in the invoice at the rate prevailing on the date of the invoice. 

5. Terms of Payment. All invoices shall be paid by the Customer upon receipt without any deduction. In the event that the 
Customer fails to make the payment within thirty days from (i) the due date and (ii) receipt of EOS’s invoice, Customer shall 
be deemed to be in default whether or not EOS has reminded the Customer of its payment obligation.  

6. Terms of Delivery, Passing of Risk. All prices quoted by EOS shall be deemed to be agreed on an EX WORKS Krailling, 
Incoterms 2020, basis. Further, the Customer shall indemnify EOS for the costs of recovery and recycling of any 
transportation or product packaging of Deliverables which Customer does not choose to dispose of itself. This 
indemnification obligation shall also apply where EOS is under a statutory obligation to recover and/or recycle packaging. 

Subject to the Customer's obligation to bear the respective cost under the foregoing clause, all Deliverables shall be 
delivered CIP, Incoterms 2020. Risk will pass to the Customer when the Deliverable is handed over to the first carrier at 
Krailling, Germany. The Customer shall also be exclusively responsible for import clearance (costs, duties and formalities). 

Deliveries in the context of warranty services will be at EOS' cost up to the location to which the Deliverable was originally 
delivered; higher costs for delivery to a different location must be borne by the Customer. In any event, the Customer shall 
be exclusively responsible for import clearance (costs, duties and formalities) also in the context of warranty services. 

No delivery date shall be binding on EOS unless it has been expressly confirmed as "binding" by EOS and all prerequisites 
for the delivery which are within the responsibility of the Customer pursuant to Sec. 8 are met and the Customer has 
confirmed this in writing upon request. 

If Customer fails to promptly confirm a delivery date proposed in EOS’ notice of readiness for shipment or where Customer 
requests postponement of a confirmed delivery date, EOS reserves the right to put the Deliverables concerned into storage 
at the Customer's expense and/or to sell such Deliverables, in an auction or otherwise, to any interested third party. All 
monies obtained from such sale shall be for EOS' account to the extent that EOS has corresponding claims against the 
Customer in connection with the Contract.  

EOS reserves the right to make partial deliveries. 

EOS reserves the right to supply a successor product to the Deliverable ordered which has become available prior to 
delivery, provided that the successor product meets the agreed specifications and is not more expensive than the 
Deliverable ordered. 

7. No Assignment. The Customer shall not be entitled to assign its rights under the Contract - except for claims for payment - 
to any third party without EOS' prior written consent, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. 

8. Responsibilities of the Customer. It shall be the Customer's responsibility to comply with any technical guidelines, such as 
assembly requirements, which EOS may issue from time to time, to provide the technical environment required for the 
functioning of Deliverables and/or provision of Services, and to provide EOS with all information and assistance which EOS 
may reasonably require. In the event that EOS has a claim to be compensated financially due to non-conforming or delayed 
assistance by the Customer, such compensation shall be calculated at EOS’ list prices, as amended from time to time, and in 
particular on the hourly rates set out therein. In the event that EOS identifies to the Customer a third party service 
provider, this shall be considered a recommendation only and EOS shall not be deemed to have assumed any liability in 
respect of the performance of such third-party service provider. 

9. Trainings. The following special conditions apply to training and qualification courses and services (hereinafter 
"Training(s)"): 
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Trainings will be conducted as specified in the Training description either in German or in English language. Training 
materials will be provided in the language of the Training and generally in electronic format. The use of common English 
technical terms is permitted. If the number of participants is limited, the limitation and the maximum number of 
participants will be stated in the Training description. EOS shall be free to choose the trainers who shall conduct the 
Trainings. EOS shall ensure that they are sufficiently qualified to perform the Trainings. Customers shall not be entitled to 
requests specific trainers. The content of the Trainings may deviate from the published program, provided that this does 
not jeopardize the achievement of the agreed learning objectives and that the change is made in EOS’ reasonable 
discretion, i.e. also takes the interests of the participants into account in an appropriate manner. Trainings are services 
according to §§ 611 ff. of the German Civil Code; a success is not owed. 

The Training fee is generally due for payment two weeks before the agreed Training date. In case of registration within the 
last two weeks before the agreed Training date, the training fee is due immediately upon receipt of the order confirmation. 
In any case, the Training fee shall be paid in full before the Training begins. If a Training is booked without a fixed date, the 
Training fee is due immediately upon receipt of the order confirmation.  

Subject to the cancellation policies stated below, the Training will be held on the agreed date. EOS may offer the 
opportunity to book Trainings without a fixed date. The Customer thereby acquires the right to register flexibly for a date 
of their choice within the booking period specified in the order. EOS’ obligations will be limited to a specific training once 
the Customer has registered for it. If no registration is received within the booking period, the participant will automatically 
be registered for the next available Training and informed accordingly. This will limit EPS’ obligations to that specific 
Training. Once a date has been determined in accordance with the preceding sentences, the following options for 
cancelling, rebooking, or providing a replacement participant are still available. 

Customers may at all times prior to the beginning of the Training nominate a substitute for the registered participant. 
Customers may cancel booked Trainings free of charge if cancellation is received no later than two weeks before the start 
of the Training. Cancellation can be made in writing or in text form (e.g. by e-mail). A cancellation fee of 5% of the training 
fee shall be charged for cancellations made within the last two weeks before the start of the Training. In case of a non-show 
on the agreed Training date without prior cancellation, a cancellation fee of 10% of the Training fee will be charged. In the 
event of cancellation or non-participation, any prepaid Training fees will be refunded – after deduction of the above-
mentioned cancellation fees. In the event of cancellation or non-participation, EOS shall in any case attempt to sell the 
participant’s place to a third party. The cancellation fees take into account EOS’ typical loss from cancellation, taking into 
account additional expenses, income from other utilization of the participant’s place and saved expenses. The Customer is 
free to prove that actual loss did not occur or did not occur in the amount of the cancellation fee and shall then only be 
obligated to compensate EOS for the actual loss. Instead of cancelling the Training, Customers can always provide a 
substitute or re-schedule to another available Training date. For a re-scheduling within the last two weeks before the start 
of the Training, an additional booking fee of 5% of the Training fee will be charged. The provisions on the cancellation fee 
shall apply accordingly to the booking fee. 

EOS reserves the right to re-schedule or cancel Trainings (a) by notice to be received no later than two weeks before the 
start of the Training if there is an insufficient number of participants (2 participants or less) and (b) up to the start of the 
Training, if the Training cannot be held for reasons beyond EOS’ reasonable control. If the number of participants is too 
small, the participants already booked are booked on the next possible alternative date. If the number of participants is too 
high (6 or more participants), EOS reserves the right to book the participants from the 6th person onwards on the next 
possible alternative date. In the event that no alternative date can be agreed or is available, the Training fee already paid 
shall be refunded. The Customer will be informed immediately of any change/cancellation of the Training. In the event of 
cancellation by EOS, the Customer shall be entitled to compensation for any other costs or damage in addition to the 
reimbursement of the participation fee only if the cancellation constitutes a breach of duty on the part of EOS and EOS 
cannot prove that EOS such breach is not imputable to its negligence or wilful misconduct. Sec. 11 shall apply to any claims 
for damages. 

The statutory right to terminate the contract for good cause remains unaffected by the above provisions. Any right of 
termination or withdrawal for convenience, however, exists only within the framework of the above cancellation policy. 

10. Warranty. In the event of any defect of a Deliverable, including any deviation from agreed specifications and/or any 
violation of rights of third parties (collectively “Defects”) the Customer may, within the limitation periods set forth in 
Sec. 12, exercise its statutory remedies for repair or replacement of the Deliverable, and, only where that fails or in other 
exceptional cases as provided for in statutory law, withdraw from the Contract or demand a reduction in the agreed price 
(“Warranty Claims”) only subject to the following limitations: 

Any Warranty Claims shall be excluded unless the Defect in question substantially limits the suitability of the Deliverable for 
the agreed purpose. The same shall apply in the event of immaterial deviations from agreed specifications. 
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EOS reserves the right to decide whether to repair or to replace any Deliverable which should prove to be defective. EOS 
reserves – also in work contracts - at least two attempts at such repair or replacement, except where this should unduly 
prejudice Customer in individual cases.  

 The Customer shall promptly inspect any Deliverables. EOS shall be notified of Defects or deviations which can be detected 
upon such inspection promptly after delivery, or, where installation is required, installation. EOS shall be notified of any 
other Defects or deviations promptly after they have been detected. In the absence of such prompt notice, the Customer 
shall be deemed to have consented to any Defect or deviation of the Deliverables of which EOS has not been promptly 
notified. The notice under this clause shall in particular not be deemed prompt if it is not received within two weeks, or, 
with respect to deliveries of materials or spare or exchange parts, one week. 

Furthermore any Warranty Claims shall be excluded to the extent that the Customer (a) uses the Deliverable for any 
purpose other than the contractual purpose or in violation of the relevant statutory requirements and/or any guidelines 
issued by the manufacturer; or (b) either (i) modifies the Deliverable or (ii) uses of the Deliverable in connection with any 
hardware or software not approved by the manufacturer of the Deliverable for such purpose, unless, in each case, the 
Customer has obtained EOS’ prior written consent, and except, in each case, where the foregoing circumstances did not 
cause the Defect. 

Furthermore any Warranty Claims for conflicting third-party rights or statutory provisions shall be excluded unless (a) such 
third-party rights or statutes prevail at the location to which the Deliverable was originally delivered or within the European 
Economic Area or Switzerland and (b) the Customer enables EOS to conduct the defence alone without any restriction and 
grants to EOS the necessary powers. 

The Deliverables are not intended to be distributed to consumers as defined in statutory law. Where Deliverables are sold 
or distributed to third parties, EOS shall be liable for third party claims against the Customer and/or Customer’s cost or 
efforts for providing warranty services to its own customers in the event of a non-conformity only if and to the extent that 
EOS cannot establish that such non-conformity was not due to negligence imputable to EOS and only within the limits of 
Sec. 11. The foregoing shall not limit EOS’ obligation to repair or replace the Deliverable in accordance with the warranty 
provisions. All of the foregoing claims shall be subject to the limitation periods agreed in Sec. 12 and shall apply to the 
exclusion of any more extensive statutory remedies. 

As a matter of policy EOS does not guarantee properties of Deliverables. The manufacturer's warranty issued with any 
Deliverable shall not be deemed a guarantee of properties. Where EOS expressly issues a guarantee of properties in an 
individual case, the limitations of liability and limitation periods agreed below, shall not apply to claims thereunder. 

It shall be Customer’s sole responsibility to determine the fitness of the Deliverables and Services for its particular 
purposes. It shall also be Customer’s sole responsibility to avoid defective design or workmanship of any products 
manufactured and placed on the market by Customer using Deliverables or Services through comprehensive testing prior 
to, and quality control during, production. The Customer shall indemnify and hold harmless EOS from all third party claims 
caused by Customer’s failure to consummate the foregoing responsibilities. 

With respect to consulting Services EOS shall be responsible for providing the consultancy, training or workshop in 
accordance with the Contract but not for any parts built based on the Service or other results of the Service. 

11. Liability. EOS shall be liable in damages, whether based on contract or any other legal theory, only to the extent that the 
damage was caused by gross negligence or willful misconduct imputable to EOS.  In the event of death of a natural person 
or personal injury to the latter, EOS shall be liable also for slight negligence in accordance with statutory law. In addition, 
EOS shall also be liable in accordance with statutory law for a slightly negligent violation of a fundamental duty under the 
Contract, but such liability shall be limited to such damage as EOS could have reasonably foreseen at the time of signing of 
the Contract. Fundamental duties as used herein comprises all duties which must be fulfilled by EOS in order to enable 
consummation of the Contract and the achievement of its purposes and fulfillment of which the Customer may reasonably 
expect in view of the content and purposes of the Contract such as the duty to consummate the Contract in a timely 
manner and a manner which does not endanger the life or health or personal property of Customer and its personnel. This 
par. shall not be construed to shift the statutory burden of proof in any way. 

The Customer shall be responsible, in regular intervals, to back-up data and to examine the work products of any 
Deliverables. EOS shall not be liable for damage which could have been prevented by such actions. EOS shall not be liable 
for any damage or loss in the event that Customer has used sintering materials or parameters other than those provided or 
certified by EOS, or that Customer has modified or altered Deliverables or used them for a purpose or in a manner not 
contemplated in the Contract, except if and to the extent that Customer can establish that such damage or loss has not 
been caused or aggravated thereby. 
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The Customer shall hold EOS harmless from all claims asserted by third parties claiming that the Customer has infringed the 
intellectual property rights of third parties by making certain work products using the Deliverables or violated statutes or 
regulations applicable to its business, including, but not limited to, regulatory law, statutes on unfair competition or data 
protection. 

Limitations on EOS’ liability agreed in the Contract or these Conditions shall apply also to the personal liability of EOS’ 
officers, employees or agents. 

Any mandatory statutory product liability and/or mandatory statutory liability arising from a guarantee of properties shall 
remain unaffected.  

12. Limitation Period. All remedies for Defects, including but not limited to the right to withdraw from the Contract, shall be 
subject to a limitation period of twelve months for newly manufactured Deliverables and six months for used Deliverables. 
The foregoing limitation period shall also apply to claims for indemnification or damages, in particular incidental or 
consequential damages, based on Defect.  

However, all remedies based on fraudulent concealment of defects, willful misconduct, gross negligence, and/or the death 
of a natural person or personal injury to the latter, caused by negligence or willful misconduct as well as the right to 
withdraw from the Contract based on a breach imputable to EOS other than a Defect shall be subject to the applicable 
statutory limitation periods. The limitation periods shall commence on the date specified by the statute. 

Where EOS repairs or replaces a Deliverable or attempts to do so, such repair or replacement shall not result in a renewal 
of the limitation period for the Customer’s Warranty Claims with respect to the repaired Deliverable (including spare parts 
or units used for the repair) or a replacement product. Notwithstanding the repair or replacement, such Warranty Claims 
shall be subject to a limitation period equivalent to the remaining limitation period applicable to the original Deliverable, 
except that such limitation period shall not expire earlier than three months after the conclusion of the repair or 
replacement or EOS’ refusal to undertake further attempts at such repair or replacement.  

13. Retention of Title; Title in Replaced Parts. Until payment in full of all outstanding amounts by the Customer, EOS shall 
retain title to the Deliverables. The Customer shall be authorized to process or re-sell Deliverables which are subject to this 
reservation of title within the ordinary course of business, provided that EOS may revoke such authority at any time. In the 
event of processing, EOS shall be considered the processor. Where such Deliverables are combined or commingled with 
other goods, EOS shall obtain co-ownership in proportion to the value of the Deliverables and the other goods. In the event 
of re-selling, the Customer hereby assigns to EOS all claims against third parties arising out of the re-selling of such a 
Deliverable, including auxiliary claims and collateral, to serve as security for payment of the purchase price to EOS. 

Where EOS replaces a Deliverable in whole or part in the context of warranty services, services under a manufacturer’s 
warranty or other Services (such as maintenance or repair), Customer shall be obligated to hand over all replaced parts to 
EOS and transfer title to such parts to EOS. 

14. Export. EOS advises the Customer that parts or technology used in Deliverables may be subject to export limitations under 
statutory export control regulations on a national (German AWG/AWV), EU (Dual Use Regulation) and/or international level 
(US Export Administration Regulations (EAR)). EOS will make references to export control list items in the delivery 
documents. The Customer is aware that export control regulations may apply also to any re-export of Deliverables from the 
location to which they were originally delivered to a third country. Based on this, the Customer agrees to abide by the end-
use /destination disclosed prior to delivery, and to refrain from re-exporting the Deliverables except in accordance with 
export control laws prevailing at the location to which they were originally delivered and the US export control regulations, 
and to impose this obligation also on its own customers, without prejudice to the other provisions of the Contract or these 
Conditions. 

15. Subcontractors. EOS may make use of subcontractors to perform any of its obligations under the Contract or these 
Conditions, provided that the use of any such subcontractors shall not limit or restrict EOS' obligations to the Customer. 

16. Intellectual Property. EOS reserves all intellectual property rights in and to all Deliverables and all documentation created 
or provided in connection with any Service (e.g. consulting or training documents) or Deliverable, as well as all any other 
development or discovery which EOS may make in provision of any Service or otherwise in consummation of the Contract. 
The Customer's right to use any Deliverables (including Deliverables developed or customized for Customer) shall be non-
exclusive, limited to internal business purposes and otherwise only as provided in the Contract and in these Conditions.  
Customer may not copy hardware Deliverables.  

17. Software. Software will be provided in object code only; the source code will not be delivered. The Customer shall refrain 
from (a) reverse engineering the software or reducing it in any other ways to a form perceptible to humans; or (b) 
modifying, adapting or translating the software, or creating derivative works of the software, except in each case to the 
extent expressly permitted in the Contract or by mandatory law. The same shall apply to any publication of any benchmark 
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tests with the software without EOS's prior written consent. Any copies of the software shall contain all of the copyright 
notices shown on the original. Neither the Customer's right to copy and modify the Software to the extent expressly 
permitted by applicable mandatory legislation regarding back up or the elimination of errors nor the Customer's rights 
under applicable mandatory legislation regarding reverse engineering shall be deemed restricted hereby. The Customer 
shall refrain from selling the software or generally making the software available to any third party, whether by delivering a 
data medium, over a network, or in any other form, whether or not for compensation, except with EOS's prior written 
consent. Unless EOS has reasonable cause to withhold the consent, it shall be granted if the third party acquirer assumes all 
obligations regarding the Software under the Contract and these Conditions and the transfer does not lead to simultaneous 
use of more than one copy of the software. With respect to system software the consent shall be considered granted for 
any transfer together with the system for which it was provided, provided that the Customer does not retain copies. 

Where EOS delivers third party software licensed to EOS, EOS will make a reference to the license terms of such third party 
software in the Contract and such license terms shall prevail over these Conditions. 

18. Feedback; Publications. EOS may use Customer feedback and other know how obtained in the context of Services in order 
to improve its own services or products. Both parties shall ensure that there is no breach of intellectual property or 
confidentiality in the context of academic publications or discussions. 

19. Confidentiality. The parties mutually agree to keep all confidential technical and commercial information disclosed by the 
respective other party strictly confidential and to refrain from using any such confidential information except as required to 
consummate the Contract for as long as the information is and remains reasonably confidential. Only information which 
the recipient can show was already published or known to it at the time of disclosure or that was published later without 
the fault of the recipient shall be exempted from this clause. The recipient shall notify the owner of any confidential 
information in the event that one of the foregoing exceptions applies and/or it becomes aware that information which the 
respective other party regards as confidential has become publicly known, or if notes or media containing such confidential 
information are lost, or if it deems itself legally obligated to provide confidential information to any third party, including 
courts of law or government entities.  Confidential Information may no be disclosed to third parties except for a disclosure 
to officers, employees or contractors of the recipient or its corporate affiliates (collectively “Personnel”) if and to the extent 
that such Personnel are bound by secrecy obligations and require knowledge of the information to consummate the 
Contract. The parties guarantee that their Personnel are bound by, and shall comply with, a secrecy obligation 
corresponding to or exceeding the standard set by this clause. This confidentiality clause shall remain in force even after 
termination of the Contract for as long as the information is and remains reasonably confidential. 

20. Notices. Any notices which may be given pursuant to the Contract shall be valid only if they are in writing. 

21. Severability. Should one or more of the provisions of the Contract or these Conditions be or become invalid or 
unenforceable, the validity and enforceability of the other provisions hereof shall not be affected. 

22. Governing Law. The Contract and these Conditions shall be subject to the laws of the Federal Republic of Germany. The 
United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG) shall not apply. 

23. Disputes. All disputes arising in connection with the Contract or its validity shall be finally settled according to the 
Arbitration Rules of the German Institution of Arbitration e.V. (DIS) (the "Rules") without recourse to the ordinary courts of 
law. The tribunal shall consist of one arbitrator if the amount in dispute does not exceed € 50,000.00 or otherwise three 
arbitrators. The chairman of the tribunal must have the qualification required to be admitted to the German bar and all 
arbitrators must be fluent in English. The procedure shall be governed by the Rules, as amended from time to time, and to 
the extent that the Rules do not provide sufficient guidance, by the procedural law prevailing at the place of arbitration. 
The proceedings shall be held in English, but documents in German may be submitted to the tribunal without translation. 
The place of the arbitration shall be Munich, Germany. The foregoing shall not limit either party’s right to file in any court 
of competent jurisdiction any action (a) seeking injunctive relief and/or (b) where an arbitral award would not be 
enforceable against the respective other party in the relevant jurisdiction. 


